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Victorian Night Life and the Haymarket Saturnalia, 1840-1880

In G.W.M. Reynolds’s 1840 novel, Robert Macaire in England, the author takes the reader to the Haymarket, in the heart of London's West End.  It is ten o’clock at night and ‘[y]oung fashionables, who have just finished their dinners at the Café de l’Europe, at the Colonnade Hotel or at Dubourg’s – and others who have had no dinners either to begin or finish – lounge up and down the street, smoking cigars and ogling every passing female be she modest or immodest’.​[1]​  In a scene obviously influenced by Pierce Egan's Life in London (1821), the author describes a tavern where two aristocrats, the Marquis of Brandyford and Lord Mirliflor, are engaged in a drinking contest with the local low life.  It culminates in Mirliflor's collapse.  When examined, he is revealed to be a corpse, killed by excessive alcohol and the plenitude of West End pleasures.  In this episode,  Reynolds employed the notoriety of the Haymarket as a place where young nobility went to behave badly. Brandyford may well have been based on the Marquis of Waterford, famous for carousing in the West End and the Haymarket in particular.  His decision to order drinks for every prostitute in the Turk’s Head, a Haymarket tavern, led to a fight, which the police had to break up.  The landlord lost his license. ​[2]​  
Reynolds was not alone in depicting the Haymarket as a site of rowdy debauchery.​[3]​  Victorian commentators developed a moral panic about the street.  The Haymarket's clamorous disorder fascinated observers ranging from Henry Mayhew to Fyodor Dostoevsky.  This article argues that the Haymarket was symptomatic of the West End in transition, moving from a world characterised by visible forms of sexuality and low life at street level to a more respectable (though often vulgar) space in the later Victorian era.  Victorian pleasure districts were associated with figures known variously as the man about town, the sporting gentleman and (later) the flâneur.​[4]​  The West End partly emerged to service his needs.   Pleasure districts had a powerful sensory impact, arousing different forms of appetite but also functioning as laboratories of mass culture.  Cultural historians have identified the West End as playing a formative role in the development of consumerism, commercialisation, cosmopolitanism, gender identities and the repertoire of sexualities.​[5]​   In the taming of the Haymarket saturnalia during the later nineteenth century, we see fore-shadowings of the modern West End.  The commercial economy of pleasure found itself at odds with Victorian systems of moral regulation.  
The aim of this study is to establish pleasure districts as an historical problem, decoding their meanings and purposes over time.  Pleasure districts require greater exploration than we find in the current literature. We need to interrogate the identities and forms of subjectivity these spaces made possible.​[6]​   Pleasure districts are shape shifters that probe the boundaries of respectability at any moment and have a dynamic effect on the culture.  They offer spaces for fantasy and role-play, providing identities based on delicious ambiguity; it is possible to be respectable and unrespectable at the same time.   One of the major themes of nineteenth century social history has been the role of respectability in determining Victorian values.  This study argues that respectability is an identity that is complex and contingent on spatial factors.  There is no question that respectability was a powerful force shaping the presentation of the self in Victorian Britain and determined the way people interacted with others.  And yet pleasure districts confirm that there are other alternative selves within a person: selves that can shed respectability in an instant, revealing it to be simply one identity among many.​[7]​  The eminent leaders of society could behave differently in spaces such as the Haymarket that celebrated alcohol, dance and flirtation without losing the status of being gentlemen.  This made pleasure districts targets for moral reformers who scented hypocrisy and found such spaces to be troubling.​[8]​
Pleasure districts are characterised by a certain degree of cosmopolitanism: different social groups, including classes and nationalities, mix.  For that reason, they offer the thrill of the unexpected encounter or the unsettling juxtaposition: the respectable awkwardly rubbing shoulders with the unrespectable, the sacred cheek by jowl with the profane.
	This study examines the spectacle of the Haymarket and its adjacent streets, highlighting two institutions that flourished nearby in the mid-Victorian years: the Argyll Rooms dance hall and the night house. The liminal world of the Haymarket, which connected clubland London to the theatres, galleries and exhibition spaces of the West End, allows us to examine the way the elite negotiated issues of respectability but also helped define the nature of the night out itself.  Elite manners served as a cultural resource that could be emulated or despised by those further down the social scale.  A masculine subculture dominated West End streets.  The result was a curious space not unusual in popular culture (it also exists at the turf or the boxing ring) where the aristocracy and the working class developed a cultural synergy based on hedonism.  Reynolds's account of fictional aristocrats carousing with low life captured some of the Falstaffian atmosphere that existed in the West End's fleshpots.  
		

The Pleasures of the Night  
What is a pleasure district?  It should be distinguished from pleasure gardens and from towns and cities such as Bath and Brighton, which are venues for holiday makers or those seeking the healing properties of spa or seawater.  These were central to the eighteenth century urban renaissance.​[9]​  The pleasure district is understood here as a multiple-use space within larger cities whose character is derived from a constellation of shops, theatres, exhibition sites, taverns, restaurants, grandiose architecture, music venues, and places to gamble and engage in courtship.      	
	Pleasure districts certainly are lively places by day but they make a point of offering particular pleasures after dark.  Definitions of ‘night life’ vary but the term suggests spaces of entertainment and culture outside the domestic sphere.​[10]​  It also carries connotations of exoticism and even contempt for domesticity.  In theory, everyone can have some kind of night life but clearly in the nineteenth century people accessed it in very different ways.  It was shaped by money but also expectations about gender and age (night life was essentially for adults).  Men owned nightlife whereas codes of respectability dictated that women out after dark were, in a significant phrase, 'ladies of the night' (unless clearly chaperoned by gentlemen).  Cultures of time shaped the night time economy.   Workers had much shorter time available for relaxation.  Partakers were often those who did not have to worry about getting up early for work the next morning.  Men about town were defined by their first hand glimpses of the dawn.  
The term ‘night life’ was not much used in the nineteenth century; it is essentially a twentieth century term that can, without too much loss of accuracy, be applied to the previous period.​[11]​  Contemporaries were more likely to use terms such as the ‘high life’, ‘seeing life’, ‘upon town’ or ‘on the spree’, suggesting the elite connotations of night life and its associations with the leisured classes.​[12]​  The term 'seeing life' expresses the appeal of night life, associating it with the sowing of wild oats.   Much of the night life discussed here attracted younger noblemen, enjoying their bachelor status.




The Haymarket became, like Regent Street, a buffer zone between the Mayfair elite  and the less affluent parts of London further east.  It manifested the way in which London’s pleasure district was moving north from the Strand, a key destination for diversion, curiosity and fun in the eighteenth century.  These sites offered a playground for gentlemen who maintained respectability but also enjoyed the proximity between the respectable and the unrespectable that the Haymarket provided.  	
	The street emerged in the mid-seventeenth century, growing out of the haymarket that served the Royal Mews close by.  It was also associated with lowlife pleasures; cock-fighting had been suppressed in James Street, Haymarket, in 1761.​[14]​    During the eighteenth century, however, it acquired two major theatres that were defined by royal patronage: the Theatre Royal in the Haymarket and the King’s Theatre (later Her Majesty’s Theatre),  associated with opera for much of the nineteenth century.  The two theatres were like sirens drawing the best circles from Mayfair for music and laughter.  They were places for the elite to parade and be seen.  Purchasing a box for the season was an expensive but necessary ticket for membership of what was still the beau monde.​[15]​  
	There were other attractions on the street as well.   In 1862, it was possible to view William Powell Frith's great painting The Railway Station at no. 7 (complete with descriptive catalogue).​[16]​  The street possessed some grandeur but also offered many kinds of services and business. The tobacconists Fribourg and Treyer at no. 34 had earlier supplied snuff to George III.  W.White at no. 8 proclaimed itself chemist to Her Majesty (as well as the King of the Belgians) whilst in 1840 Sebastian Garrard was a silversmith: evidence of a street which dealt in luxury.​[17]​   In 1851 there were five chemists, seven tailors and five shops specialising in books and prints.​[18]​    Overall, it supplied the needs of the man about town, including many army officers who frequented the West End (there was an army sadler at no. 6 in 1838).​[19]​  
However, by night, the Haymarket and its environs were notorious for its pubs (there were no fewer than eight on the street in 1851), hotels, French restaurants and oyster shops.   The Blue Posts pub was a regular post-theatre haunt.  In 1859, there were at least four shellfish restaurants.​[20]​  The oysters at Quinn's (no. 40) were highly recommended.​[21]​  Other locations for night life nearby included divans (smoking rooms), clublife, dance halls, and brothels on Jermyn Street.  The street was also associated with thieves and 'loiterers'.​[22]​  Above all, it was associated with prostitutes who paraded the street especially after dark.
Henry Mayhew imagined a City clerk embezzling from his employer and abandoning himself to 'the delirious delights of champagne and courtezans at the cafés in the Haymarket...'.​[23]​   On his visit to London in 1862, Dostoevsky was compelled to describe the Haymarket in these terms: 'Glistening, expensive clothes and semi-rags and sharp differences in age-- they are all there.  A drunken tramp shuffling along in this terrible crowd is jostled by the rich and titled'.​[24]​   
Dostoevsky's description captures something worth dwelling on.  The Haymarket was populated by people who did not live there but were on the move, passing through it, gazing at its shops, taking in its sites of pleasure.  He wrote: 'The streets can hardly accommodate the dense, seething crowd.  The mob has not enough room on the pavements and swamps the whole street'.​[25]​   Given that the Haymarket was also a major artery of London traffic with carriages passing up and down at all hours of the day, the experience of the street was one of movement and chaos.  Perpetual mobility shaped its character.​[26]​
Social descriptions employed fictive or even occult images to render its peculiar atmosphere.  J. Ewing Ritchie complained that ‘at the witching hour of night, the top of the Haymarket was destined to be filled to suffocation with fast men and flash women, with old hags with fruit and flowers and oranges…policemen and bullies, fools and rogues’.  It was, in his view, ‘a sink of abomination’.​[27]​  George Augustus Sala spoke more positively of how the Haymarket was a different place after midnight:
As though Harlequin had smitten the houses – and the people also – with his wand, the whole Haymarket wakes, lights, rises up with a roar, a rattle and a shriek quite pantomimic, if not supernatural.​[28]​ 
His ‘pantomimic’ image is significant, summoning up the theatrical and carnivalesque spirit that defined what the street had to offer.  We catch the visual impact of the Haymarket at night in Reynolds’s contemptuous description: ‘Bright gaslights illuminate the shell-fish shops: the green and red waters in the chemist’s windows give a hideous aspect to the countenances of those who pass by’.​[29]​  The image is sharply observed: the glass serves to render street folk ugly or even acts as a lens which reveals the moral truth about the Victorians.  Chemist windows had become a distinctive street spectacle with their profusion of coloured bottles.​[30]​
Not only was there upmarket French cuisine, but Sala also praised its ‘second class’ French restaurants, which could provide ‘succulent suppers’ at ‘moderate prices’.​[31]​   These restaurants made French cookery available to a wider public for the first time.​[32]​   The American observer Daniel Joseph Kirwan described how the Haymarket cafés were 'overflowing with Gauls from across the channel'.​[33]​  French and Italian restaurants increasingly became bohemian enclaves in the mid-nineteenth century, generating a cosmopolitan feel to the West End.  
Who were the men about town who descended so frequently on the Haymarket?  The Victorian West End offered diversions to many kinds of people but particularly those who inhabited clubland London.​[34]​    By the middle of the nineteenth century there were about two hundred gentlemen’s clubs in London and this was followed by a new generation of clubs formed after 1870.​[35]​    The clubs of Mayfair and St. James’s offered playgrounds to aristocrats but also sporting gentlemen, military officers, entrepreneurs and other people who wanted to stay as close to the elite as possible.  Such men cherished the ideal of the gentleman in dress, etiquette and lifestyle.  
	This was very much a masculine society that represented a flight from the values of domesticity that were coming to play such a dominant role in Victorian culture.  Women were part of this night life but it was not usually a space for respectable women, except those going to the theatre.  In the first half of the nineteenth century, respectable women did not enter most West End restaurants, for example. The theatre critic Clement Scott recalled that ‘[t]heir presence would have been considered fast, if not disreputable’.​[36]​  In a world where women were largely excluded, elite men sought an essentially bachelor lifestyle even if they were not actually bachelors (though St. James’s had a large number of residences for single men).​[37]​  Clubs offered an alternative form of domesticity with many of the comforts of home but without the ties of domesticity or necessity of engaging with women and children.​[38]​  Here was a truly leisured class. 
	 
Nights at the Argyll

The Haymarket was crowded with people from all walks of life but elite roués dominated the street and its environs, including Regent Circus (later Piccadilly Circus) and Leicester Square.  The Haymarket was particularly notorious between the 1840s and the 1870s.  In 1869, J. Ewing Ritchie complained that the corruption induced by the street was the reason why the aristocracy (in the age of Disraeli) could no longer supply the Conservative Party with a leader.​[39]​  
	The Argyll Rooms were built in 1849 on Great Windmill Street at the top of the Haymarket as a dance hall and casino.​[40]​  It  exemplified the different forms of pleasure that the West End began to offer.  Amongst fashionable Victorians known to frequent it were Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins.​[41]​  Its proprietor was Robert Bignell, a wine merchant and owner of the cigar shop and saloon next door; he had a reputation as a sporting gentleman and provided a location that would be enjoyed by that set.​[42]​   The basic entrance fee was a shilling, which kept out the poor.  However, admission to the sumptuous galleries was two shillings.  On the dance floor (in front of the fifty instrument orchestra), a railing separated the clerks, tradesmen and other hoi polloi from the privileged.​[43]​   When it opened, the Era admired its décor and the band of M. Emile Laurent, fresh from the Adelaide Gallery dance hall on the Strand.​[44]​   It established a reputation for music and dance, for example, offering a new adaptation of the Czech Redowa waltz (with its leaping dance steps) in 1851, though the 'can can' was forbidden.​[45]​  Laurent and his successor, Louis Jullien, became well known figures in London Society with their authoritative presence and vigour with a baton.​[46]​   The visual spectacle of the rooms included not only the commanding conductor but the bright make-up of the female dancers and their colourful clothes which echoed the latest Paris fashions.​[47]​  Italian sketches adorned the walls and the dominant colours of the hall were white and gold with a shimmering glass chandelier.​[48]​  
	The Argyll Rooms were notorious for prostitution.​[49]​ Gladstone even went there to find fallen women.​[50]​  Daniel Kirwan claimed ‘no virtuous woman ever enters this place’ which benefited the gentlemen present who then had no fear of meeting them in polite society.​[51]​  J. Ewing Ritchie complained about ’painted and bedizened females…driving up in broughams from St. John’s Wood or Chelsea or Belgravia, with their gallants, or “protectors”, to the well-known rendezvous, at a late hour, to leave a little later for the various oyster-rooms in the district, through a dense crowd of lookers-on, drunk or sober, poor or rich, old or young, as the case may be’.​[52]​  He feared that such examples made prostitution attractive to young women.  Another commentator highlighted the prostitutes' use of blackened eyebrows and eyelashes as well as their 'fast looking hats'.​[53]​   There is no evidence of sexual congress at the Argyll Rooms itself (two paid constables were retained to ensure order) but contemporaries noted that men would go away with prostitutes to 'houses of ill fame'.​[54]​  Reynolds's Newspaper noted how Haymarket prostitutes would collect at the Argyll between  eleven and midnight, 'magnificently dressed in silks, satins and seal-skins'.  They never bothered to dance but would congregate in the gallery.​[55]​ 
	However, it is unlikely that all the women were prostitutes even if it was a space where women were always on display.​[56]​  Contemporaries noted that it was difficult to know if a woman was or was not 'respectable'.​[57]​  A number of policemen giving evidence in 1858 said they saw 'respectable' women present whilst a local sadler claimed that he took his female friends there.  The ratio of men to women was five to one with as many as a thousand people attending in an evening.​[58]​   Females with an ambiguous relationship to respectability, such as actresses, may also have attended.  Clearly, this was a  place for social mixing.  Lloyd's noted that, at the Argyll, 'the "want of sympathy between class and class" (has been) entirely done away with'.    It spoke of how 'the best blood of the country nightly flushes with polkas and cools itself with claret, side by side with the turbid stream of the little tobacconist round the corner, becoming additionally muddy with half-and-half over the way'.  This liminal category of the 'half and half' captures the peculiar social composition of the dance hall.  Lloyd's also described how 'the Hansom and the four-wheeler outside jostle and slang with coronetted carriages in care for some young scapegrace, whose governor is out of town'.​[59]​
	The Argyll Rooms was notorious from the moment it opened and there were constant attempts to close it down on the grounds that it was a disorderly house.​[60]​   Some idea of its clientele can be deduced from an episode in 1850 where local churchwardens argued in court that it should be denied a license.  Testimonials were then presented from figures such as Hon. Major Pitt, Horse Guards, Captain Higgins, Lord Adolphus Fitzclarence, Ousley Higgins, MP, Lord Airlie, Captain H.D. Drummond, Lord George Paget, MP, Hon. P. Paget, Scots Fusiliers, Lord Exmouth and Lord Mount Charles.  The license was duly granted.​[61]​  
The Argyll Rooms suggests that the barriers between the respectable and unrespectable were open to negotiation in a context that offered the allure of transgression.  In 1871, a woman called Rose Brown was charged with wearing men's clothes when attempting to get into the Argyll (she was thrown out but apprehended by a policeman).​[62]​   A missionary described a visit to what was almost certainly the Argyll Rooms:
The brilliancy of the lights many times repeated by the panelled mirrors with which the ceiling and walls were lined -- the crimson and gilt decorations -- the excellent music -- the gay dresses -- and the gaiety of those who wore them -- altogether formed a dazzling coup d’oeil, which could scarcely fail of affecting the most unimpulsive person, and to the gay and thoughtless must be a great attraction; but like the ‘apples of sodom’, though seductive to the eye, they contain nothing but ashes.​[63]​
The author captures the feeling that the Argyll Rooms was a place based on ‘impulse’: to gamble, to dance, to flirt.  Unsurprisingly, it was thus a favourite with medical students, often renowned for rowdy behaviour.​[64]​  The nineteenth century uses of the terms 'gay' and 'gaiety' (evident in the above passage) are also significant because they had multiple meanings, standing for merry making, brightness of apparel and also prostitution.  'Gaiety' was an important term in the West End discourse.  John Hollingshead called his new variety theatre on the Strand the Gaiety in 1868.  




The Haymarket was notorious for its night houses (or, what a later generation would call, night clubs), which did not empty until dawn.​[65]​  Police described premises at 2 Rupert Street as being ‘an ordinary Haymarket Night House – used nightly by the scum of the Haymarket’ as well as others ‘who should know better’.  It was patronised particularly from 1am to dawn.​[66]​  Panton Street was reportedly packed all night with broughams and cabs: ‘frequently prostitutes are taken away in them drunk’.​[67]​   For George R. Sims:
The Haymarket was as busy as a fair all the long night through, and there were night houses in Panton Street and Jermyn Street and the streets around Leicester Square where you could drink bad spirits and worse wine till the early morning sun streaming through the back windows sent you shamefacedly home.​[68]​
	 Young blades from outside London did not feel that they had seen the town until they had experienced one of the night houses.​[69]​  Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Henry Smith recalled that the most dangerous night house was Coney’s, where there might be fights with bottles.  Its owner had originally kept a similar establishment in San Francisco and was not above cheating at cards with his guests who would be beaten up if they complained.​[70]​    Some of the night houses were notorious for being run by ex-prize fighters and the venues could be associated with violence.  For example, a black man called the ‘Kangaroo’ used to haunt the Argyll Rooms in the 1860s.  He would demand money from people and, if they would not pay up, would punch them and then calmly walk off.​[71]​  At Rose Young's night house, the Kangaroo was employed to strong arm anyone who was being objectionable to the young women there or who refused to pay.​[72]​  
	The most notorious night house was Kate Hamilton’s, at no. 15 Panton Street (but could also be reached from no. 48 Leicester Square).  Sometimes known as the Café Royal, Leicester Square, it was common for men about town to visit the Alhambra Theatre and then go on to this exclusive haunt, which opened at midnight.​[73]​  The doorman had a discerning eye and would only admit men likely to spend between five and six pounds a night, roughly four hundred and fifty pounds in today’s prices (though price comparisons between 1870 and today are of course complex).​[74]​  Some indication of its clientele is indicated by the fact that guests included Sir George Robinson, Bart., who was charged with assaulting a cabdriver whilst en route to Kate Hamilton's with two prostitutes.​[75]​   The main part of the club was approached via a long tunnel, which was important as it gave time for the news to spread if the police arrived.​[76]​  The club offered the opportunity for drinking and meeting chorus girls and higher-class prostitutes.​[77]​  When Inspector Webb entered Kate Hamilton's in 1862, he found fifty five women, most of whom were 'well known prostitutes' (though in court he could not produce any evidence of actual wrongdoing).​[78]​  The prostitutes were all 'richly dressed' (though some were familiar to the police from the Haymarket).​[79]​  A drunken coach driver, who had an altercation with a policeman in 1864, revealed that he had been driving some 'ladies' (presumably meaning prostitutes) from St John's Wood to 'Kate's'.​[80]​   Visiting the Portland Rooms in Foley Street, Inspector Silverton found prostitutes familiar to him from Kate Hamilton's, the Argyll Rooms and brothels at no. 4 Jermyn Street and in Oxendon Street (both close to the Haymarket), suggesting that the night house was one of a range of venues that prostitutes would frequent.​[81]​  
Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Henry Smith recalled that Kate Hamilton’s, like most night houses, was respectably conducted though he commented ambiguously about the women: ‘All the gay women you met were above suspicion; all known to one another; all in their own society; and most of them --poor girls!-- more sinned against than sinning’.​[82]​  Some of the women there claimed the ambiguous character of 'actress', enjoying a life style poised between the stage and prostitution.  A memoirist remembers 'a young and very pretty girl drinking champagne with a rather noisy party of swells'.  She was prevailed upon to do a recitation and so mounted a chair and performed passages from Romeo and Juliet which stopped all conversations and 'electrified the room'.  The observer considered it a shame at the time that 'a girl with such remarkable talent, should be wasting her gifts and her beauty in such a life as this'.   She subsequently became a leading actress though she is known only in this account as 'Addy'.​[83]​
	Kate Hamilton herself presided over the festivities in her nighthouse.​[84]​  According to one account, ‘she weighed at least twenty stone and had as hideous a physiognomy as any weather-beaten Deal pilot.  Seated on a raised platform, with a bodice cut very low, this freak of nature sipped champagne steadily from midnight until daylight and shook like a blancmange every time she laughed’.​[85]​  She was both a host, a ‘madam’ and a kind of latter-day Lord of Misrule, hence the platform she sat on was a parody of a throne.  The rituals of the house meant that guests adopted the performance of regarding her as important.   The ‘throne’ not only suggested her eminence but the value of her merchandise.  Less positively, Sims recalled her as an ‘elderly woman with keen, evil-looking eyes’ who made the prostitutes address her as ‘Ma’, reinforcing a notion of hierarchy.​[86]​  The night house was a venue where women could play a leading role, though in the heavily circumscribed role of the hostess or madam.  Kate Hamilton also seems to have run a brothel at number 4 Jermyn Street under the name Kate Franks (with another woman called Rose Burton).​[87]​   It included a bar and luxurious couches as well as mirrors.​[88]​  She was repeatedly brought before the magistrate for 'knowingly permitting loose women to assemble' in her refreshment house though the convictions were quashed as the police were unable to show evidence of disorder.​[89]​  
	Night houses became adept at ‘squaring the peelers’ (in other words bribery).  If brought to court for serving alcohol after hours, they would use the defence that the alcohol was served before eleven, the men and women in the club were lodgers living in the house, or that the assembled were philosophers engaged in conversation.​[90]​  In 1861 a porter was fined forty shillings for obstructing the entry of a police inspector entering Kate Hamilton's, enabling people inside to know that a police visit was imminent.​[91]​  An Inland Revenue report complained that ‘no one can now gain admittance without introductions from persons who are known to the offenders, and who appear to belong to the wealthier classes’.​[92]​  There was also blatant unfairness as pubs were forced by licensing legislation to close at midnight on Saturdays and eleven on Sundays whilst night houses stayed open later.​[93]​  Night houses indeed gave up their licenses as a way of trying to prevent police inspections and styled their premises ‘private houses’, even threatening to prosecute the police for trespass if they tried to gain access.​[94]​   Sir William Bodkin ruled that night house prostitutes could only be fined if they were seen leaving the establishment with men (which made it difficult to prosecute the owners).​[95]​  
	This explains why organisations like the Society for the Suppression of Vice began to target the Haymarket.  There were repeated attempts to close down the Argyll Rooms including a sustained campaign in 1858 (petitioners against renewal included Cardinal Manning).​[96]​  It did not finally close till 1878 when it lost its license:  there were suggestions that the Argyll was used to plan burglaries and that thieves would meet with footmen and servants to gain access to the homes of the wealthy.​[97]​  A letter in the press claimed the Argyll only survived because it was patronised by the nobility and the 'high class rowdy element'.​[98]​  On the night it closed, extra police had to be drafted in for fear of a riot by medical students in protest.​[99]​  Claims that closure would lead to less disorder in the vicinity were soon disproved.  The streets in the Haymarket continued to remain packed at night with prostitutes, drunks and the whole repertory company of London low life.​[100]​  Bignell subsequently turned the building into the Trocadero Palace of Varieties, a music hall with fixed seating and no dancing in 1882.  
The Haymarket itself became subject to a concerted clean up campaign between 1868 and 1874.  St Peter's Church, next door to the Argyll Rooms on Windmill Street, announced that it would hold services at eleven every night for those 'who come together in that neighbourhood for purposes of sin' whilst the vicar of St Thomas's, Regent Street, led a mission round the neighbourhood, singing hymns despite some jeers from locals.​[101]​  Ratepayers complained about the impact of prostitution on property prices and the way respectable families were being driven out.  This concern was felt even by ratepayers on Oxford Street to the north.​[102]​   It was argued that ‘the effect of the presence of these women…is most pernicious in its effects on young persons of both sexes & especially on young girls in the lower ranks of life’.​[103]​  Locals, outraged by the spectacle of the Haymarket and its environs, were frustrated by the problem that the law proved so ineffective and easy to evade.  Prosecuting prostitutes required, in the view of local magistrates, a member of the public to make a specific complaint, which many were reluctant to do.  Two ratepayers were required to prosecute ‘houses of ill fame’, which, apart from anything else, caused considerable inconvenience as well as embarrassment, though police found the number of actual brothels to be quite small (prostitutes tended to take men home).​[104]​  Policemen themselves were often unclear about the law.​[105]​  The failure to convict one night house keeper called Knox forced local magistrates to dismiss all such cases subsequently and thereby encouraged the trade.​[106]​   
The Vestry Clerk of St. Anne’s parish in Soho was directed by vestrymen to complain to the Home Secretary about the large number of foreign prostitutes ‘who parade night and day the streets at the south end of the parish’.​[107]​   Police found a variety of nationalities when they clamped down on Regent Street prostitutes in the 1880s (noting the presence of English, French, Germans and Belgians).​[108]​   The visual spectacle of prostitution (the way they dressed) was offensive as well as their interference with passers-by.  Frequent letters from vestrymen were dispatched to the Home Secretary asking him to receive a deputation of locals on the subject though these requests were usually turned down.​[109]​  
However, the number of arrests of prostitutes increased and licensing legislation was heavily enforced by police to clamp down on night houses.  In February 1871, Superintendent Dunlop entered six night-houses in Jermyn Street and Panton Street, seizing 407 excisable bottles, which were unlicensed.  The police were abused by locals as they left.​[110]​ 
By 1874, the police could claim to have closed down the unlicensed night house trade.   Ten night houses had been targeted.  The 1869 Wine and Beerhouse Act was employed, particularly its provision giving police power to enter unlicensed premises after receiving information on oath.   The force of this legislation was that it closed down the possibility of employing any pub or night house for prostitution.​[111]​  Over 2000 bottles of liquor were confiscated from different night houses.  The last to be closed down was Kate Hamilton’s in 1874.  Police left her in tears, crying that ‘there was nothing for her now but the workhouse’.  When last heard of, she was attempting to survive by pawning her jewellery and clothing.  Haye, who ran a night house at 4, Bear Street, set up a brothel in Soho whilst another host, Mrs. Lyons, reportedly did the same in Pimlico.   Rose Burton married an itinerant acrobat and set up a pub in Bath.​[112]​  Sergeant Dunlop was able to boast in 1874 that ‘C’ Division did not have any night houses in it.​[113]​  In 1881, the Comedy Theatre was built in Panton Street (formerly home to many night houses), evidence that the area was becoming increasingly respectable.  
However, other parts of the city centre reported problems with prostitution, suggesting it was merely displaced.  An 1882 memorial from ratepayers in the Strand complained to the Home Secretary about the ‘increase of depravity…in the leading thoroughfares of the West-end of London’, as manifested in ‘houses of ill-repute, street walkers, and shops for the display of immoral and indecent photographs’.​[114]​  The shops on Holywell Street were presumably the problem here.​[115]​   Between 1889 and 1894, a number of men and women were charged with running a brothel at no. 8 Oxenden Street, round the corner from the Haymarket.​[116]​  In 1891, Arthur Symons, his head full of Baudelaire and French decadence, wrote his poem 'In the Haymarket', inspired by a meeting with a prostitute in a Haymarket bar, which shows how sex work remained a presence.​[117]​  In 1902, Robert Machray commented, ‘Times was when the Haymarket played a large part in the night life of the town, but that day … is now past’.​[118]​   Another contemporary recalled how the Haymarket was once the ‘Augean Stable of London, a spot that foreigners very justly pointed at as no credit to moral England’.  By 1899 he considered it to be ‘one of the best streets in that part of the West End’.​[119]​
What ultimately transformed the Haymarket and its environs was not so much the concerted campaign of ratepayers but transformations in the West End and the people who accessed it.  With the development of railways and buses, the middle class and even some working-class people could enjoy the district's entertainments.    The West End, in particular, was characterised by a process of feminisation.  Theatres served a middle-class and frequently female audience.  With the development of the department store, women shoppers became key to the West End economy.​[120]​  The restaurant was also increasingly feminised; by the later nineteenth century, it was acceptable for respectable women to eat out.  The new restaurants in turn caused the decline of many old taverns and chop houses; even the word ‘restaurant’ came into greater use as a way of suggesting this was a different kind of space from older masculine eating venues.​[121]​   Clement Scott, the theatre critic, believed that the development of the restaurant ‘killed the disgraceful old night-houses with which the West End and the Haymarket swarmed’.​[122]​  The feminisation of the area meant that it became less a space for sex than for courtship.  
	Much, however, did not change.  In 1881, the press complained that the a wild mob took possession of the area between Piccadilly Circus and the Haymarket Theatre on Lord Mayor's Day: 'Intoxicated harlots, and their worse than intoxicated following, held possession of the very centre of London'.​[123]​   The man about town moved on from the night houses to fashionable restaurants such as Romano’s on the Strand and hotels such as the Savoy.   Female prostitutes moved away from the night houses and on to music halls such as the Alhambra and the Empire and back onto the streets.  Rent boys were common in Leicester Square, Piccadilly and Green Park.​[124]​   Increasingly, however, the location for sexual pleasure was Soho, which became synonymous with transgression and the sex industry in the twentieth century.  After 1880 the night houses were reinvented as night clubs such as the Gardenia in Leicester Square, which was known for drink and dancing.  Ralph Nevill said this was ‘the only place outside Paris in which I ever saw English people let themselves go’.​[125]​  

The Populist Palatial
The act of letting go is central to the world that has been described here.  This study resists the notion that respectability or (to use the inevitable shorthand) Victorianism was ever hegemonic.  The spectacle of the Haymarket saturnalia suggests that there were always unrepressed dimensions to nineteenth century social life.  It therefore contests the view that there was a post-Freudian transformation of manners and morality in the early twentieth century when night clubs, jazz cabarets and modernist art signalled an assault on Victorianism.​[126]​  Pleasure districts had long signalled other ways of behaving.  This study has emphasised the sensory aspects of the Haymarket in order to decode its pleasures.    It offered both cosmopolitanism and bohemianism, a place where it was possible to be both respectable but also unrespectable and transgressive.  This infectious worldliness was the allure of nightlife.  
	Pleasure districts were often places respectable people feared and avoided especially after dark but they also had a magnetic dimension, drawing people in with the promise of theatricality, music, dancing, alcohol and sexuality.  We have seen different kinds of performance: the man about town taking in the pleasures of theatre, music, dance and spectacle, the sex worker promenading on the streets of the Haymarket and in the Argyll Rooms, the medical student out to 'see life'.  The life of the man about town could be emulated by the lower class 'swell'; the elite providing a model for what the 'high life' could be.  
	In retrospect, the most significant figures in this study were the clerks who found their way into the Argyll Rooms.  Their presence marked the diffusion downwards of elite pleasures.  The Argyll helped create a cultural style I call the 'populist palatial', where non-elite people can have fun in grand, sometimes monumental settings.  This became the hallmark not only of the West End but pleasure districts more generally, feeding into the cultural impact of leading theatres and (after 1900) dance halls and cinemas.    The barrier at the Argyll that cordoned clerks off from the wealthy shows how class distinction was etched into the leisure experience.  It maps onto the division of theatres into boxes, stalls, circle and gallery: a visible statement of social class.  The democratisation of pleasure was combined with exclusivity.  Even if the Haymarket had not possessed two leading theatres, it still offered exuberant forms of theatricality based on a bacchanalian form of nightlife.  The elite is often held to embody freedom, to enjoy the lifestyle that everybody would wish to have if they only had the money and status.  For that reason, the Haymarket became a site of moral but also legal regulation as notions of liberty, morality and the right to pursue pleasure clashed.  
	Two figures have emerged from the historical record in this article: Robert Bignell (of the Argyll) and Kate Hamilton.  Both need to be recovered as entrepreneurs, though such a judgement has its distasteful dimension.  They made money though creating spaces of pleasure which were both exclusive but also vulgar.  Pleasure came through, quite simply, exploiting and dehumanising women.  These spaces traded in the libidinal or ornamental woman who contrasted with Victorian ideal of the good woman or the angel in the house.  Pleasure was linked to the male gaze.
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